We describe a behauior-based coizti-ol system that enables a Iion-holoiionr,ic I-obot 
A number of researchers ha.ve investigated path and push planning for non-holonomic robots; however, these solutions teiid to address static environments and they are computationally more expensive than our approach [I] , [lo] , [ll] . Additionally, traditional path planning a.pproaches for a pushing ta,sk inay require accurate models of the environmeiit or other global information that, is not ea.sily ava.ila,ble to a robot in real a,pplica.tions.
One alternative to path-pla.nning is a behaviorbased approa,ch. This family of methods closely tie perception to a.ction which ma.kes them appropriate for dymniic environments or environments for which no a priori world model exists. In this work we use a motor schema-based approach which combines behavioral building blocks using vector summation similar to potential field navigation methods [a] , [lo] .
Ours is not the first behavior-based approach to box pushing. Parker, a.nd separately, Mataric, for instance, have investigated coordinated multi-robot box pushing [13] , [12] . However, ours is the first to address the problem of pushing while avoiding obstacles and simulta.neouslg a.ccounting for the non-holonomic constraints of a tricycle-like robot.
THE PROBLEM

A. The Robot
The robots used in this work were constructed a,t the CMU hIultiRobot Lab as part of a project to build inexpensive, a.utonomous robots for the study of multirobot systems operating in dynamic and uncertain environments. The underlying mechanical platform is a commercially ava.ila.ble non-holonomic robot composed of two parts: a differentially steered motorized drive unit and a trailer. The trailer serves as a mount for an on-board computer, image capture system and power supply (left side of Figure 1 ). The drive unit is roughly 42cmx23cm and the trailer is 43cm long and is mounted to the center of the drive unit.
While the differentially steered drive unit can emily perform lateral movements by rotating, driving and then rotating back to its original heading, when paired with the trailer the combined vehicle mnnot. To axroicl t.he robot's field of view becoming blocked 0-7803-6475-9/01/$10.000 2001 IEEE by the trailer a,nd to reduce impairment in pushing, the robot's low level software prevents the drive unit from turning in place such that it is facing the trailer (the trailer constraint). Thus) in order to achieve an arbitra.ry heading the robot must, at some point, drive forwarcl with a minimum turning radius. A useful controller for this robot must som how account for these We define the pushing task for a robot as locating a.n object ( u s h y a, box), and pushing it .to a goal l o c a t i o n t h r o u g h ail obstacle field. The robot and target's starting positions are arbitrary and the obstacles ma,y be placed su'ch that it is'necessary for the robot to navigate through them, both to get to the target and while pushing the target to the goal. Because the robot has a limited field of view, and it is not provided the location of the target object o priori, it must search the environment to find it. Additionally, the task is complicated by, the nort-holonomic constraints of our robot. An example sta.rting configuration is presented on the ight in Figyce 1.
The obstacles, in the pushing task are static or moving based upon khe'task's context (e.g. box pushing or soccer); +dditiorially, the goal location may be specified as a a: localion in CartesLan coordinates or as a visual target. ?d tlle first case the robot uses odoinetry to determine its position relat-ive to the goal 1oca.tion and in the second, its vision system is used to locake the goal as a position relative to its current position.
Unlike a holonoiiiic robot, .a non-holonomic robot cannot achieve all possible c,mfiguration states di-: f rectly from its current state. This complicates the pushing task because the robot must find a path, preferably near optimal, from its current state to the state that aligns it with the target object and goal location. Furthermore, the presence of obstacles can reduce the robot's room for maneuverability and thus prevent a non-holonomic robot from finding a path that allows it to achieve alignment. Fully holonoinic robots, however, are not so constrained and are therefore more likely to get to the target object aligned correctly.
APPR.OACH
As discussed above, the pushing task can be decomposed into several subtasks. The robot must search for a target, acquire it and then deliver it to the goal location. The robot's program for accomplishing the task can be represented as a finite state machine dia.gram ( F i In the pushing ta.sk, the First state is for searching for the target object. Once the robot locates the target it starts to move towards it, using a reactive approach to maneuver such that it will line up behind the target facing the goal location (this step is critical for the non-holonomic robot). When the robot is lined up reasonably well behind the target it will switch to a. pushing behavior where it inoves towards the goal while keeping the target under its control. Even so, the robot may lose control of the target and even possibly lose sight of the target. In the latter case the robot will return to the searching state; panning until it sees the target again. If the robot can still see the target but has lost control of it, it returns to the acquiring state and will re-maneuver itself until it is lined up behind the target. These state transitions will ca.rry on until the robot has successfully delivered the target to the goal location. At this point the robot will back up and watch the target, going back into the scanning behavior should the target be removed from view.
The finite state machine controlling the robot was implemented using the C1a.y library of the TeamBots a.rchitecture [ 5 ] , [GI. Tea.mBots is a. Java-based collection of applicatioii progra.ms and packages for multiagent robotics research. The Clay library is a group of Java classes whicli are easily combined to create motor schema-basecl control systems [2] . At the ba.sis of Clay are perceptud and motor nodes (schemas) that a.re coiiibined to create behavioral sequences. Perceptual nodes take iiil'ormatjioii from the robot's sensors such as the location of objects of interest and obstacles. These nodes are embedded in motor schemas to produce vectors representing the desired trajectory of the robot. Beha.viora1 a.ssembl a,ges are formed by combining one or more motor schcmas. In this work the motor schemas were coni hilied using linear superposition; each schema is assigned a weight indimting its contribution to the overall behavior. The approach is similar to potential field iiaviga.tion stra.tegies; however, the complete field is never calculated -only the vector at the robot's position. Behavioral assemblages form the basis of the finite state machine with each behavior assemblage corresponding to a state and perceptual nodes triggering transitions between those states. Therefore the three sta.tes of Search, Acquire and Deliver shown in Figure 2 are equivalent to three distinct behaviora.1 a.ssembl ages.
This control level computes desired robot headings and the velocities at which the robot should achieve them. In a. lower softwa.re level these headings are transformed into appropriate motor velocities for each of the drive unit's two wheels. The low level software only permits t81ie robot, to turn in place a. cer- tain amount, after which it must complete its turn by driving both wheels forward. The speed of each wheel depends on how close the robot's current heading is to the desired heading (this is to accommodate the constraints imposed by the trailer). As there is no encoder on the trailer, the low level software is also responsible for ma.intaining an estimation of the trailer's angle with respect to the robot and this is done using kinematic equations of motion for a tricycle [9] .
It is important to note that the vector computed by a behavioral assemblage is interpreted as a heading along which the robot should be travelling. The velocity at which the robot should achieve that heading is calculated separa.tely. For the Search behavioral assemblage the robot's speed is set at zero, while for the Acquire and Deliver assemblages the robot's speed is fixed unless the robot is very close to the target or goal, in which case it slows proportionally as its distance to the object in question decreases.
A. Motor Schemcis fo,r the Pushing Task
We will now introduce the primitive components of the robot's behwiors (the motor schemas) and their nmthematical forniula.tions. Next we describe how the motor schemas are combined to form behaviora.1 a.ssemblages for accomplishing each step in the task. Finally the overall, sequenced behavior is presented.
Each motor schema computes a direction and mngnitude corresponding to which way the robot should move, and how critical it is that it move in that direction. Because the schemas are combined using vector superposition, the magnitude directly impacts the influence a particu1a.r schema has on the final direction of the robot.
A . l Scan
The Scan motor schema causes the robot to rotate back and forth in place. In general, at every time step the Scan motor schema creates a vector equivalent to a rotation relative to the robot's current heading. The robot will rotate in place in an attempt to achieve the current desired heading; however, if lower level software determines that the robot cannot continue to turn in that direction without violating the trailer constraint, it stops the rotation and a perceptual schema is activated to inform the Scan motor schema that the current heading vector is invalid. The Scan motor schema then reverses its turn direction. While active, this schema results in repeated clockwise rotation followed by counter-clockwise rotation.
The Scan motor scheina is parameterized by X , the number of degrees to rotate in each direction. The niat1iematica.l formulation for t,liis schema is as follows: I/,,,,
The Go-To-Target motor schema is impleniented as a linear attraction. The magnitude of the attraction varies with distance to the target; 1.0 outside of a controlled zone, decreasing linearly from 1.0 to 0.0 at the dead zone's boundary, axid finitlly 0.0 within the dead zone. The parameters C1 and D1 (shown in Figure 3) are used to specify the radii of the controlled and dead zones respectively. Ma.thematically :
Vgo-to-target = vector from center of robot to target object 1 for r > C1 0 for r 5 D1 A. 3 S wirl-Obst acles At a.ll times the robot is avoiding obstacles. Avoidance is implemented using circumnavigation or "swirling" around each obstacle (Figure 4) . The a.ppropriate direction for circumnavigation depends on whether the robot is attempting to r e x h the target (acquire) or the goal location (deliver) [B] . The SwirlObstacles iiiotor schema creates a vector perpendicular to the line from the robot to each obstacle it detects in the a.ppropria.te direction. The magnitude of each of these vectors is zero beyond a controlled zone and infinite within a dead zone. Hetween the two it increases linearly until it reachers a maximuni value at the dead zone boundary. The vectors corresponding to each obstacle are then summed to form the output of this schema.
The parameters for the Swirl-Obstacles schema are C? and Da, the controlled and dead zone radii (defined similarly to C1 a n d D1 as shown in Figure 3) . Example vector field calciilated using the Swirl-0 bstacles formulae.
A.4 Dock
The Dock motor schema is used to lead the robot a.round the target and into the appropriate position and orientation for pushing. This behavior is critical to ensure proper alignment of the robot and trailer for our non-holononiic vehicle.
Dock constructs a vector that varies in direction from directly towards the target object to perpendicular for circumnavigation. Outside of a wedge-shaped controlled zoiie, Dock returns only the perpendicuhr vector component, while within the controlled zone it returns a linear combination of the two vectors. The forniulation of Dock is similar to the docking behavior described by Arkin et al. in [ 3 ] .
The parameter of this schema is B, , , which is used to describe the angular width of the controlled zone (a.s shown on the left in Figure 5 ) . The right image in Figure 5 shows a sample vector field computed using this approach. The mathematical construction of 
A.5 Push
The Push iiiotor schema enables the robot to control the ta.rget while moving from its initial position to the goal 1oca.tion. This motor schema first determines tlie robot's dista.iice from the target and then, based on that distance, coiistructs a vector to describe the robot's desired hea~tliug. If the robot is far away from the target it returns a vector that will place the robot just behind the ta.rget, and if the robot is close to the t x g e t it returns a. vector tha,t places the robot just in front, of the target's current position and facing the goal. hlignincnt is maintained through use of the position of the target relative to the goal. Thus, as the robot gets close lo the tmget it is continually trying to get to a point, in front of the target that also gets it closer to the goal loixtion. As the robot drives to this position, it pushes the target in front of it.
The parameters for this schema are Dy, the distance from the target a.t which this schema switches from calculating a poi i t between the robot and the target to a point between the t x g e t and the goal, and A, the absolute distance from that calcuhted point to the target. Letting r be the distance from the robot to the target as in t,he previous sections, mathematically: 
B. Behwvio~rci.1 Asserriddoyes
This section describes how the primitive behaviors (motor sc1iema.s) a,re combined into more complex behavioral assemblages capable of solving components of the pushing task. Table I lists the parameters used for each motor schema as well as the gains used to linearly combine those scheinas into assemblages.
B. 1 Sea,rch
The Sea.rch asseiiibla.ge embles the robot t o search for the tuget, object. Due to the wide field of view of the robot's camera and the relatively large distance at which it can detect a target, in-place scanning allows the robot to see most of its environment and successfully search for and identify a target.
The Search asseiiiblage was formed using only tlie Scan motor schema with the scan parameter X set t o 90 degrees. This allows the robot to rotate a total of 180 degrees; the maximum allowed by the trailer constraint. Recall t,hat the moveiiieiit direction for the robot is determined through combination of the output vectors of active motor schenias, and that the speed of the robot is determined separately. In the Search assemblage there is only one active schema, Scan, and the speed is set to zero. The net result is a scan-in-place behavior.
B.2 Acquire
The Acquire behavioral assemblage positions the robot in a location t1ia.t enables it t80 deliver the target t o the goal. To accomplish this, the robot must navigate to a specific position a.nd orientation with respect t o the target and goal. Our approach is to combine the Dock and Go-To-Target scheinas to generate the alignment part of this assemblage. Dock directs the robot a.round the target to the proper side for pusliing while Go-To-Target draws the robot to the target. These two motor scheiiias are blended such that at a far distance from the larget, the robot is using oiily the Go-To-Target schema and at a close distance oilly the Dock schema. In between these distances, the outputs of the two scheinas are 1inea.rl-y combined. Dock is weighted higher as the robot gets closer to the target.
In addition to the alignment vectors, the Acquire behaviord asseinlhge also includes the SwirlObstacles motor schema,. This schema is included to help prevent collisions with obstacles.
The alignment phase of the Acquire behavioral assemblage is parameterized by Cq and Dq, the radii of the controlled and dead zones, defined similarly to C1 and Dl as shown in Figure 3 . Mathematically, with T defined as for the Go-To-Target schema:
The Deliver behavioral assemblage, activated when the robot has acquired the target object, is used to move this object froni its original locat,ion t o the goal location. This assemblage combines the Push and Swirl-Obstacles motor schema,; in order to allow the robot to accomplish its task while avoiding obstacles. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
Two types of pushing tasks were investigated: box pushing and ball dribbling during a soccer game. The generalized control system wits first developed and tested in the TeamBots simulstor. Once the system was working well in simulation, it was run on mobile robots. Further refinement was required due to small differences between the simula1,ed and physical robots.
The box pushing experiments involved locating an orange box of size 25.5cmx17c:mxlOcm a.nd pushing it to a 30cmx30cm goal location In these experiments, five black boxes served as obstxles. The environment in which this task took place was quite noisy with other types of obstacles present and variable lighting conditions. The robot used odometry to locate the goal location's center which was given a jwzorz. This setup is illustrated in' Figure 6 .
The second task is ball dribbling for robotic soccer.
The CMUHammerhead team, competing at RoboCup 2000 [7] , made use of the generalized control system described here for the team's forwards and a modified version for the halfback and goalie. The RoboCup field measured 5nixgm with two goals each having a width of 2m and a depth of 0.9m. The team members used their cameras to locate the center of the goal on which they should score. Three teammates and four opponents constituted seven moving obstacles that were identified by color. The target was an orange soccer ball (approximately 10cm in radius). This task is more challenging than simple box pushing because the the obstacles are not static and the robot has much less control of the ball than it does over a box. Ball handling sticks were added to the robot to provide more positive control. 'Even so, the ball often rolled a.way from the robot, and opponents frequently attempted to steal it away.
V . RESULTS
In both tasks calculation of the pushing behavior's output takes about 15ms per control cycle. Additional computational requirements include: 20ms used by the lower level software t,o translate control system output into appropriate rnotor velocities, 50ms to communicate those velocities to the drive unit, and about 12ms to handle vision processing. Thus, on average the control system runs at about 10Hz, with the main overhead being serial lsoinmunication between the computer and the drive unit.
In the box pushing task the robot was able to repeatably navigate to a box and deliver it to the goal location ( Figure 6 ). Once delivered, the robot waited until the box was removed before starting to search for it again. If the box was removed from the robot or Fig. 6 . Results from a bvx pushing task. Starting at the left picture, the robot acquires the ~J O S and pushes it to the goal. Once the box is at the goal the robot backs up. The robot's path is shown by the black line. Fig. 7 . CMUHammerheacl forward dribbling a ball into the goal during a game. As the forward travels towards the goal it maneuvers around its opponeiit,s. it wa.s lost during tra.ve1, the robot would successfully recover and re-acquire the box.
To qiiantitatively evalua.te the reliability of the box pushing controller, the t,ask was repeated 30 times. At the beginning of each experimental trial the robot was started at the goal location facing in a. random direction. The test environnient was about 5m in diameter. For each trial, the target box wa,s placed at a random location between 1.0111 and 2.5m from the g o d 1oca.-tion. Obstacles were placed roughly in a. circle around the goal 1oca.tion.
During the evaluat,ion the robot would occasionally travel outside of tlie x e n a boundary and interact with other objects in the room. These objects were not painted black so they were not recognized by the vision system as obstacles. The robot, however, was able to recover in the majority of cases by detecting a collision and backing up.
Out of 30 trials, the robot failed to deliver the box to the goal four times; twice bemuse of collisioiis with outside objects, once because of problems with the longer carpet pile a.t the edge of its environineiit, and once because it coulcl iiot locate the box. Of these failures, only the last oiie (failure to find the box) indicates a problem with the pushing controller itself.
Thus the controller failed only once in 27 trials, or about 4% of the i,ime.
,4 summary of the results is provided in Table 11. cles. This is not considered a failure mode because the robot is able to sense this condition using a bump sensor (based on motor current detectors) and recover. "Re-acquiring the box" is defined as the robot losing the box during the Deliver portion of its behavior and having to go back into Acquire to realign itself. The performance of this behavior-based control system in ball dribbling was evaluated during actual robotic soccer ma.tches. At RoboCup 2000, the CMUHammerhead forwards scored a total of nine goals in seven games. In order to score these goals the forwards had to acquire the ball several times and successfully navigate both to the goal and around the goalie. Figure 7 illustra.tes one of the CMUHammerheads in action.
VI. IMITATIONS
The average time taken to complete runs was calculated using the successful 26 runs. During some of the trials the robot buiiiped one of the black obstaOur approach to box-pushing works quite well in practice. However, heca.use it is based on local information only, there is no gua,ra.ntee of completeness -it is possible for the robot or the target object to become stuck in a potential well or box canyon. One way to address this would be to integrate a traditional planner with this behavior-based approach; the planner would take over when a lack (of progress is detected. This hybrid approach would ena,ble the robot to benefit from the speed of a behavior-based solution most of the time, but still provide guarantees of completeness in more complex environments.
We do not explicitly model the coefficient of friction between the robot and the object it is pushing. Therefore, the robot can make too sharp a turn and lose control of the pushed object. During the Deliver phase, the relationship between the gains for the Push motor schema and the Swirl-Otmtacle schema dictate whether the robot is likely to make a sharp turn and lose the ta.rget or not. If the Swirl-Obstacle gain is large in proportion to the Push gain, the robot might make a more aggressive turn to avoid an obsta.cle than is necessary. In practice we set these gains empirically. Fortunately, loss of the target 'object is not an unrecoverable failure. Because the robot ca.n detect when control of the target object is lost, we can invoke a. recovery procedure to recapture it. Loss and recovery of the ta,rget occurred in !J of the 26 successful box-pushing trials.
VI I. CON CLUXONS
We describe a behavior-basecl approach for controlling non-holonomic robots in a pushing task. The controller does not plan a route, but rather calculates an instantaneous heading and speed for the robot based on current sensor reading:!. The s i m p l i c i t y of t h e approach enables control commands to be computed quickly (15ms on a 266Mhz Pmtium). This control system enables a robot to find a target object, navigate to it, then push the target back to a goal location while simultaneously avoiding obstacle hazards. Nonholonoiiiic constraints of the robot are addressed by a docking behavior that directs the robot around the target and into the correct position and orientation for successful pushing.
The approach is tested on tvio very different types of targets in static and highly dynamic environments. I n box pushing experiments, the system demonstrated 96% reliability in accomplishing the task. The system was also demonstrated at RobcCup-2000, an international robotic soccer competition. At RoboCup, the robots using our approach scored nine goals in seven games.
In the future this work should be extended to determine the extent of the cont,rol system's tolerance to differences in friction, shape and size of target objects. This solution to the pushing task will also be used as a building block for future cooperative work in foraging-like tasks.
